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     PROJECT no.4: Magazine Cover + Spread

PROBLEM    Design the cover as well as a four-page (two spread)  
     magazine cover story layout with text, display type, pictures,  
     and any other graphic elements for a magazine you invent.

 
THE TEXT    You must use a real story. It can be yours, a friend’s or an  
     actual published story.

     It must be a feature, on any topic you choose 
     You do not have to tell the story in traditional prose form.

     The package must include one real alternative copy feature.
     This can take any form—a sidebar, list, etc.—use actual text.

     You must write your own appropriate display type:
     > Headline, deckhead, intro for the spread. You may not use  
     those already published.
     >You may, use quotes from the story as pull quotes.
     > Captions for all images. 

VISUALS    First determine how the story should be told. Read the  
     article, highlighting (literally) the phrases, words, concepts,  
     ideas that speak to potential imagery, mood or spark a   
     visual in your mind. Use those to think about how you can  
     create a strong visual/verbal connection.

     Then search for visuals.
	 	 	 	 	 • The images you use cannot have run with the story. 
     • Visuals can come from any source, including the Internet,  
     but make sure the quality is high enough to display well  
     when printed. You may scan images or manipulate/alter/edit  
     the image.
	 	 	 	 	 • Make sure you use the right number of images for the  
     space you have.
	 	 	 	 	 • Choose compelling images and use them well. Think about  
     size, placement, crop. Good photo selection is part of being  
     a good designer, so know that I’ll be assessing your choices.  
   

THE COVER    You must include a nameplate and issue information.
     You must use color. You must write all the text on the cover. 
    

SPECIFICATIONS   You must work on a size and grid appropriate for your mag. 
  

DUE DATE    Brainstorm + sketches due Tuesday, 09 Nov at start of class
     Digital Roughs due Tuesday, 16 Nov ON THE SERVER .pdf  
     Final Project due Thursday, 18 Nov at start of class  
  
     



     

HINTS AND HELPFUL REMINDERS

1. Create a new document with facing pages; make 6 pages, put the cover on right side.

2. Absolutely do not leave the margins at the defaults.

3. Define a grid and use it.

4. As always, organization and hierarchy are critical.

5. Use strong visuals.

6. Design your layout as though it will be used in a saddle stitched or perfect bound magazine.

7. Use the Paragraph Styles to define your basic type: body, captions, text heads, deck, even headline.

8. Set baseline grid to the leading value of your body text size. Then turn on Show Baseline Grid.

9. Keep text in single text boxes and define the column in the Type Palette. Do not set up separate text 

boxes for each leg. Baselines should align across your pages.

10. Pay attention to widows and orphans. Eliminate them.

11. You have to create one real alternative copy feature (a sidebar, etc.)

12. You must have a byline and photo credit (collective or individual).

13. You must have both a primary and deck headline.

14. Choose your typefaces carefully. The headline should attract reader interest to the design. Make 

sure you choose a contrasting typeface for captions so they don’t blend in with the body text.

15. Use strong alignments. Remember factors of readability and legibility. Use roman/book weights for 

text. Create contrast for captions, headlines, text heads.

16. Use drop caps if necessary.

17. Use multi-column text boxes for your text—not multiple text boxes. (InDesign menu line, Object > 

Text Frame Options) 

18. Don’t stretch pictures from their original proportions.

19. Control your space.

20. Don’t forget jump lines if your story jumps to another spread.

21. Consider readability. Is everything legible?

22. Do not allow hyphenation for captions or for any display type (headlines, etc.)

23. Edit, weed out, narrow down and critically evaluate everything.

24. Have fun. Make mistakes.

         



     

THE RATIONALE     

This is your formal presentation to communicate your thoughts and ideas behind your work. 
Include the following and anything else you think will be useful:

Design strategy: No more than six sentences on how your design is meant to function; discuss a 
custom grid, if used. Discuss the name and concept of your magazine, including audience and format?

Typefaces: Why did you chose the type you did. 

Style sheets: fonts, sizes, leading, and tracking for each different use of type

Margins

Visuals: how you chose the photograohy you did?

Extras: what did you learn doing this assignment?

IN THE ENVELOPE

> Brainstorming list for visuals and headlines

> Sketches of designs

> Three printouts of earlier versions

> Your rationale

> The final poster (folded in half is okay + paper clipped to rationale)

ON THE GALAXYNH SERVER

Name files with your last name, the project, and a version number; “YourlastnameMagzine” 
(no spaces) 

> Place all files in a folder with your name and drop into folder.

> A PDF version of your final InDesign file

ON THE BLOG

> A .jpg or screen shot (command + shift +4) of your final project

GRADING CRITERIA

> Typography/display

> Content/alternative

> Readability

> Design/use of grid

> internal/external margins

> Creativity

> Story-telling ability of the layout

> Use of pictures

         


